Shadow Drawing

Let's play with shadows!
Kelsey shows us how to use things from around the house to create unique shadow pictures. Be creative! Try all sorts of shapes to see what interesting shadows they cast.

How-to video
https://youtu.be/oShOajT7kAk

Materials:
- Flashlight (or another light source like a lamp)
- Random objects of different sizes and shapes from around the house
- A sturdy box or another type of platform for your objects
- Camera or drawing materials (optional)

Steps:
1. Find some objects—ones with a variety of sizes and unique shapes.
2. Set up a platform for your objects, and place it in between your light source and a blank wall.
3. Now add your objects to the platform and turn off the light! Make sure all the other lights in the room are off for best results.
4. Arrange your objects so their shadow creates an interesting shadow drawing.
5. Repeat with new objects or rearrange your current objects to make new shadow art!
6. Take a photo or make a sketch of your unique shadow drawing to share with your friends and family! (optional)